
    The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) was constituted on 12th April 1988                                           The primary objective of SEBI is to protect the interest of people in the stock 

                                          as an interim administrative body under the Finance Ministry.                                                                                          market and provide a healthy environment for them. 

       It became autonomous and given statutory powers by SEBI Act 1992, to protect the interests                              Prevention of malpractices and regulation of the securities market. 

           of the investors in securities along with promoting and regulating the securities market.                                     SEBI is responsible for the orderly functioning of the capital markets and 

         Headquartered in Mumbai, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has four                                                   keeps a close check over the activities of the financial intermediaries  

                                  regionals offices located in Ahmedabad, Chennai, Delhi and Kolkata.                                                                                 such as brokers, sub-brokers, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                        Review the market operations, organizational structure and administrative 

                 Section 4(1) of the SEBI Act provides that the SEBI Board shall consist of the                                                                                               control of the stock exchanges. 

                                                                      following nine (9) members, namely:                                                                     Overlook the registration and regulation. 

                       A Chairman. Chairman is to be nominated by the Central Government.                                                    Prohibiting fraudulent and unfair trade practices in the securities market. 

            Two members from amongst the officials of the Ministry of the Central Government                                    Conduct inspections and inquiries 

                          dealing with finance and administration of the Companies Act 2013;                                               Promote and regulate Self-Regulatory Organizations. 

       One member from amongst the officials of the Reserve Bank Of India;                                                             It monitors substantial acquisitions of shares and take-over of companies. 

  Five other members of whom at least three shall be the whole time members, to be appointed                   SEBI takes care of research and development to ensure the securities market is 

                                                      by the Central Government.                                                                                                                                                             efficient at all times. 
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The SEBI has three main powers:  

    Quasi-Judicial: SEBI has the authority to deliver judgements related to fraud and other unethical practices in terms of the securities market. This helps to ensure fairness, transparency,  

                                                                                                                                                     and accountability in the securities market.  

       Quasi-Executive: SEBI is empowered to implement the regulations and judgements made and to take legal action against the violators. It is also authorised to inspect Books of  

                                                                                                                     accounts and other documents if it come across any violation of the regulations.  

           Quasi-Legislative: SEBI reserves the right to frame rules and regulations to protect the interests of the investors. Some of its regulations consist of insider trading regulations,  

                Listing obligations, and disclosure requirements. These have been formulated to keep malpractices at bay. Despite the powers, the results of SEBI’s functions still have to go  

                                                                                                                                                                        through the Securities Appellate Tribunal and the Supreme Court of India. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                          In recent years SEBI role became more complex, the capital markets regulator is at a crossroads. 

                                  There is excessive focus on regulation of market conduct and lesser emphasis on prudential regulation. 

                               Its legislative powers are near absolute as the SEBI Act grants wide discretion to make subordinate legislation. 

                      The component of prior consultation with the market and a system of review of regulations to see if they have met the articulated purpose is substantially 

                                                                                                             missing. As a result, the fear of the regulator is widespread. 

                    Regulation, either rules or enforcement, is far from perfect, particularly in areas like insider trading. 

               The Securities offering documents are extraordinarily bulky and have substantially been reduced to formal compliance rather than resulting in substantive disclosures of high quality. 
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